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Abstract—This paper surveys well-established/recent tools and
techniques developed for the design of rigorous embedded systems. We will first survey U PPAAL and M ODEST, two tools
capable of dealing with both timed and stochastic aspects. Then,
we will overview the BIP framework for modular design and
code generation. Finally, model-based testing will be discussed.

I. C ONTEXT
The rigorous design of embedded systems radically differs
from pure software design in that it should take into account
not only functional but also extra-functional specifications
regarding the use of resources of the execution platform
such as time, memory and energy. Meeting extra-functional
specifications is essential for the design of embedded systems.
It requires predictability of the impact of design choices on
the overall behaviour of the designed system. It also implies
a deep understanding of the interaction between application
software and the underlying execution platform.
Our objective is to overview some of the wellestablished/recent tools and techniques developed for
the design of rigorous embedded systems. What makes these
tools unique is their ability to deal with both timing and
stochastic aspects. We will start by introducing the U PPAAL
real-time modeling and verification toolset and its underlying
theory as well as recent features. Then, we will discuss the
M ODESTapproach, that is a new unifying modeling paradigm
allowing to interconnect stochastic and timed analysis tools
in a semantically sound manner. Then, the BIP workflow
for component-based design will be introduced. One of the
major features of BIP is its ability to generate correct code
for component coordination. Finally, model-based testing,
that is already used in industry, and its potential integration
in existing toolsets will be discussed.
II. T HE U PPAAL T OOLSET
U PPAAL [1] is a tool suit supporting modeling, simulation,
verification, synthesis and performance analysis of real-time
systems described as networks of timed automata [2] communicating by channel synchronisations. It now features an
advanced modelling language where the basic timed automata
formalism is extended with a C-like imperative language with
user-defined types and functions, allowing for readable and
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compact models with reusable updates of discrete variables.
The property language of U PPAAL allows for safety, liveness
and time-bounded liveness properties to be expressed. The
tool also features a user-friendly graphical interface, and an
efficient symbolic model checking engine. In addition, several
flavours of the tool have matured in recent years.
Using a shared modeling and specification formalism, U P PAAL has developed into several domain specific versions:
• U PPAAL -C ORA is based on timed automata extended
with cost variables [3]. The tool uses a symbolic algorithm for solving minimum cost reachability problems,
with several applications to optimization for embedded
systems, including Worst-Case Execution Times (WCET)
analysis [4].
• U PPAAL -T IGA [5] provides an efficent method for synthesizing winning control strategies from timed game
automata with respect to safety and liveness objectives.
E.g the tool has been applied to controller synthesis of
optimal and robust controllers for hydraulic pumps [6].
• U PPAAL -T RON [7] is a testing tool suited for black-box
conformance testing of timed systems (see also Section
V). U PPAAL -T RON is mainly targeted for embedded
software commonly found in various controllers, and
applies on-line testing in the sense that tests are derived,
executed, and checked during interaction with the system
in real-time.
• E CDAR [8] is a variant of U PPAAL supporting compostional development. The tool is designed to check
incrementally refinement and consistency between component specifications given as timed automata. Also, the
tool allows for structural and logical composition of
specifications.
• U PPAAL -SMC [9], [10] is the newest member of the
U PPAAL suite coming equipped with a completely new
and highly efficient and scalable engine for performing
statistical model checking. I.e. based on a stochastic
semantics of networks of timed automata, properties
are settled with a desired level of confidence based on
random simulation runs.
A. A Train Crossing Example
We present an example that we use for model-checking,
code synthesis, and performance analysis. We consider a
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(a) Train.

void dequeue()
{
int i = 0;
len -= 1;
while (i < len)
{
list[i] = list[i + 1];
i++;
}
list[i] = 0;
}

Free

len > 0
go[front()]!

e : id_t
len == 0
appr[e]?
enqueue(e)

e : id_t
e == front()
leave[e]?
dequeue()
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e : id_t
appr[e]?
enqueue(e)

stop[tail()]!

(b) Controller.
Fig. 1.

A U PPAAL model of a train (a) and a controller (b) with its code (c).

number of trains that are approaching a bridge on their own
tracks. The bridge has only one track so a controller decides to
stop and restart trains when more than one train is approaching
at the same time.
Figure 1.(a) shows a timed automaton template that we use
for every train. Trains start in the Safe location and when
they are approaching, they synchronize with the controller with
appr[id]! and go to the Appr location where they stay for at
most 20 time units. Trains may be stopped by the controller
before 10 time units (and go to the Stop location) otherwise
they will cross and go to the Cross location. When stopped,
a train may be restarted with the go[id]? synchronization and
then it will cross the bridge between 7 and 15 time units.
Figure 1.(b) shows the controller that maintains a FIFO
queue of stopped trains. It has two main locations Free and
Occ that keep track of the state of the bridge that is free
or occupied. When a train approaches, it is enqueued. It is
dequeued when it leaves the bridge. If the bridge is occupied,
then it is immediately stopped (bottom committed location
marked with c).
Figure 1.(c) shows the user-defined code and functions that
handle the FIFO queue. The queue is declared as an array and
its length is kept track with the len integer. The functions
enqueue, front, and tail are used to respectively enqueue elements at the end of the queue, read the first element,
or read the last element. To dequeue elements we have to shift
the values in the array to the left, which is done with a while
loop.
a) Verification: We are interested in the following properties to ensure correctness of the controller:
•

(c) Types and functions of the controller.

Safety: At most one train at a time will cross the bridge.
A[] forall (i:id_t) forall (j:id_t)
Train(i).Cross && Train(j).Cross imply
i == j
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Fig. 2.

Timed game automaton for the trains.
e:id_t
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stop[e]!
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e:id_t
go[e]!

Fig. 3.

Unconstrained automaton for the controller.

Liveness: Whenever a train is approaching then it will
eventually cross the bridge.
Train(0).Appr --> Train(0).Cross
...
Train(5).Appr --> Train(5).Cross
We specify one property per train in this case.
• Absence of deadlock: A[] not deadlock.
b) Synthesis: Instead of making a controller by hand we
can synthesize it. To do this we use U PPAAL -T IGA that is
going to solve a two-player timed game where one player, the
environment, decides non-deterministically when trains arrive
and the time it takes to cross, and the second player, the
controller, decides deterministically when to stop and restart
the trains. Figure 2 shows a slightly modified train where
•
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Fig. 5.

A communication channel with 2 % message loss in M ODEST

Cumulative distribution for the trains to cross in function of time.

the environment decides to take the uncontrollable transitions (dashed) and the controller the controllable transitions.
Figure 3 shows an unconstrained automaton that specifies
what the controller can do. It is up to U PPAAL -T IGA now
to compute a strategy that will decide when to take the
controllable transitions. We note that this automaton could
include some constraints if, for example, it took a certain
additional time to send a signal to trains.
c) Performance Analysis: We can study performance of
models using U PPAAL -SMC. To do so, we equip our timed
automata model with a stochastic semantics. In a nutshell, every train can choose to output appr[id]! or leave[id]!
independently after making a delay according to a distribution.
The distribution is exponential when there is no invariant (on
the Safe location), or uniform when there is an invariant
(on the Cross location). The train picking the shortest delay
moves.
We are interested in how fast the trains may cross where
we give as rate (of the exponential distribution) 1+id to
differentiate the trains. Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution over time of trains crossing. To obtain this plot we
check the property Pr[<=100](<> Train(0).Cross)
(for train 0) that we repeat for every train and we supperpose
the distributions.
III. M ODESTAND THE M ODEST T OOLSET
M ODEST [11] is a compositional modelling language that
combines expressive and powerful syntax-level features with
a formal semantics in terms of stochastic timed automata
(STA). The STA model includes probabilistic choices based
on continuous and discrete probability distributions as well as
nondeterministic choices over successor locations and time.
The idea behind M ODEST is to provide a single-formalism,
multi-solution approach to modelling and analysis: Many wellknown models are subsumed by STA, such as (probabilistic)
timed automata ((P)TA, [12]), and most of them are easy
to identify on the syntactical level (for example, a M ODEST
model is a TA if no probabilistic constructs are used). M OD EST can thus be used to build models in a wide range of
formalisms, and with an appropriate transformation, existing
analysis engines and algorithms that are specifically designed
for the formalism at hand can be used for analysis.
This approach is supported by the M ODEST T OOLSET,
available at www.modestchecker.net, which currently

provides three ways to analyse M ODEST models, with more
under development:
• mctau [13] connects U PPAAL to M ODEST for TA models, allowing both automated analysis of properties specified in the model as well as export to U PPAAL XML,
including automatic layout of the component automata;
• mcpta [14], [15] handles M ODEST models of PTA, using
the P RISM [16] probabilistic model checker as a backend,
but including optimisations specific to M ODEST; and
• modes [17] provides discrete-event simulation for arbitrary deterministic M ODEST models as well as for models
that exhibit nondeterminism due to concurrency.
These tools are seamlessly integrated in mime, a graphical
modelling and analysis environment.
A. A Bounded Retransmission Example
Let us consider the Bounded Retransmission Protocol
(BRP, [18]), an alternating-bit-based communication protocol
with an upper bound on the number of retransmissions. A
realistic model of the BRP includes both real-time aspects,
namely timeouts and transmission delays [19], and probabilistic choices, namely the loss of messages on the communication
channel [20]. To show how these aspects are combined in
M ODEST in an orthogonal way, the M ODEST code modelling
the communication channel, which synchronises with the
sender and receiver via actions put and get, is listed in
Figure 5. The full model is available as part of the M ODEST
T OOLSET download.
As a first step to analyse the BRP, we should use mctau.
The model contains probabilistic decisions, which U PPAAL
cannot handle, but mctau can automatically overapproximate
these with nondeterministic decisions. This is particularly
useful for model debugging, since a nonprobabilistic analysis
is usually significantly faster than a probabilistic one. Table I
summarises the results that the different tools obtain on the
BRP model; we see that mctau is able to obtain the exact
value for the invariant properties TA1 (no premature timeouts)
and TA2 (correct handling of failures) as well the probabilistic reachability properties1 PA and PB (the probabilities
of certain incorrect sender reactions). mctau cannot handle
property Emax (the expected time until a transfer finishes),
and cannot safely conclude that the probability for P1 (no
1 All properties considered here ask for a maximum probability over all
resolutions of nondeterminism; minimum probabilities are equally supported.
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TABLE I
R ESULTS FOR THE BRP MODEL , PARAMETERS (N, MAX, TD) = (16, 2, 1)
property
TA1
TA2
PA
PB
P1
P2
Dmax
Emax

mctau
true
true
0
0
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
n/a

mcpta
true
true
0
0
4.233 · 10−4
2.645 · 10−5
9.996 · 10−1
33.473

modes
true (all 10k runs satisfied TA1 )
true (all 10k runs satisfied TA2 )
0 (no observations in 10k runs)
0 (no observations in 10k runs)
µ = 3.0 · 10−4 , σ = 1.7 · 10−2
0 (no observations in 10k runs)
µ = 9.9 · 10−1 , σ = 1.7 · 10−2
µ = 33.473, σ = 2.136

success reported), P2 (uncertainty reported) or the timebounded property Dmax (probability of success in time 64)
is zero or one.
Once we are confident that the model is correct (in this case,
the results for the first four properties match our expectations),
we can use mcpta to perform a full probabilistic analysis,
which takes noticeably longer than the quick check with
mctau (still < 1 min for this small example), but yields precise
results for all properties considered.
Again, the very same model can also be simulated with
modes; however, the results in Table I show that this particular
model is not very well-suited for simulation because we are
interested in rather rare events, some of which were never
observed in 10000 simulation runs that also took significantly
longer than model-checking. In the table, µ is the mean and
σ is the standard deviation of the assumed normal distribution
for the results. For property Emax , which is not a rare event
but an expected value, modes performs very well; in general,
the advantage of simulation is that it is not subject to the
state-space explosion problem and can thus handle arbitrarily
large model instances, as well as more complex properties.
We also note that simulation, in principle, cannot be used for
nondeterministic models; in this case, we explicitly specified a
scheduler to resolve nondeterminism, but modes is also able
to soundly handle nondeterminism resulting from the interleaving of concurrent behaviour without relying on (implicit
or explicit) schedulers [17].
In [14], we also considered two protocols that, in contrast
to the BRP, are inherently probabilistic due to the use of
randomized schemes to resolve contention, and we explored
different modelling approaches, including a straightforward
pattern to (mechanically) transform a graphical model given
as automata into a (text-based) M ODEST model.

their interface. Components are composed by layered application of interactions and of priorities. Interactions express
synchronization constraints between actions of the composed
components while priorities are used to filter amongst possible
interactions and to steer system evolution so as to meet
performance requirements e.g. to express scheduling policies.
Interactions are described in BIP as the combination of two
types of protocols: rendez-vous, to express strong symmetric
synchronization and broadcast, to express triggered asymmetric synchronization. The combination of interactions and
priorities confers BIP expressiveness not matched by any other
existing formalism. It defines a clean and abstract concept
of architecture separate from behavior. Architecture in BIP
is a first class concept with well-defined semantics that can be
analyzed and transformed. BIP relies on rigorous operational
semantics that has been implemented by specific execution
engines for centralized, distributed and real-time execution.
BIP is used as a unifying semantic model in a rigorous
system design flow [22]. Rigorousness is ensured by two kinds
of tools: verification tools such as D-Finder [23] for checking
safety properties (and deadlock-freedom in particular) and
source-to-source transformers [24], [25] that allow progressive
refinement of (purely functional) application software towards
platform-dependent implementations.
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IV. C OMPONENT-BASED D ESIGN OF AUTONOMOUS
S YSTEMS
Rigorous system design requires the use of a single component framework, with sound semantics, allowing the representation of the system at different levels of detail, from high-level
design to implementation. The use of a single framework is
essential to maintain the overall coherency and correctness by
relating different models and their properties along the flow.
BIP – Behavior, Interaction, Priority [21] – is a component
framework intended to rigorous system design. BIP allows
the construction of composite hierarchically structured systems
from atomic components characterized by their behavior and

OR

Module
X

Fig. 6.

Functional Module
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An overview of the embedded software of DALA

The BIP design flow has been applied for the development
of a new version of the functional and execution control
level of DALA (see Figure 6), an autonomous rover robot
developed at Laas Laboratory, Toulouse. This experiment
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has been partially described in [26], [27]. The construction
involves hierarchical decomposition of the functional level
into atomic components, definition of the behavior of each
atomic component and description of composition by using
interactions and priorities. The BIP model has been formally
verified for deadlock-freedom and other safety properties.
Moreover, it has been used to synthesize an execution controller that encodes and enforces safety properties by construction, thereby facilitating the development of safe and
dependable robotic architectures. Experiments with the code
generated automatically from the BIP model demonstrate (via
fault injections) that the controller successfully stops the robot
from reaching undesired/unsafe states.
V. M ODEL -BASED T ESTING
When models have been used for system design and verification, a logical next step is to obtain a system implementation that faithfully implements the behaviour described
in the model. Sometimes, it is possible to generate such an
implementation by means of code generation or by stepwise refinement from the model. Whenever such a correctness
preserving transformation from model to code is not feasible,
e.g., due to a too large abstraction discrepancy between model
and implementation, the correctness of the (manually developed) implementation must be checked afterwards. Systematic
testing is an important technique for checking the quality
of a system implementation and for verifying compliance
of its actual behaviour with its specified model behaviour.
Traditional testing, however, is often a manual and laborious
process, which makes it expensive, error-prone, and timeconsuming.
Model-based testing is one of the promising technologies
to meet the challenges imposed on testing. In model-based
testing, a model serves as a precise and complete specification
of what the system shall do, and, consequently, is a good
basis for testing the system. Moreover, such a model allows
the algorithmic generation of large amounts of test cases, including test oracles, completely automatically from the model.
This leads to faster, less error-prone, and better maintainable
test generation: millions of test events can be automatically
generated, and ‘on-the-fly’ executed and analysed. And if the
model is valid, i.e., expresses precisely what the system under
test should do, then all these generated tests are provably valid,
too. This makes it possible to automate the testing process well
beyond the mere automatic execution of manually crafted test
cases, which is the current state of practice.
Model-based testing complements formal verification approaches such as (statistical) model checking. Formal verification intends to show that a system has some desired
properties by proving that a model of that system satisfies
these properties. Thus, any verification is only as good as the
validity of the model on which it is based. Model-based testing
starts with a (verified) model, and then aims at showing that
the real, physical implementation of the system behaves in
compliance with this model. Due to the inherent limitations
of testing, such as the limited number of tests that can be
performed, testing can never be complete: testing can only
show the presence of errors, not their absence.

Model-based testing is more than just the generation of
some test cases from a model. A well-defined and sound
theory shall underpin model-based testing. Such a theory must
support precise reasoning about the objects of model-based
testing, such as models, implementations under test (IUT),
test cases, test generation, and verdicts, and about their mutual
relations: when is an IUT correct with respect to a model, what
does it mean for a test case to be valid, and what encompasses
a correctness proof for a test generation algorithm. Two
important ingredients of such a theory of model-based testing
are a testing hypothesis and an implementation relation.
A testing hypothesis, or test assumption, establishes the link
between the black-box, real IUT and the world of models.
The assumption is made that any real IUT can be modelled
by some object in a domain of models. In this way, the
testing hypothesis allows reasoning about IUT S as if they were
models in this (formal) domain. Building on the testing hypothesis, an implementation relation, also called conformanceor refinement relation, is a formal relation between models of
IUT S and specification models. It defines when an IUT is
correct with respect to a specification model.
One of the theories for model based testing is the iocotesting theory, where models are expressed as labelled transition systems and compliance is defined with the iocoimplementation relation (Input/Output Conformance) [28].
This model-based testing theory, on the one hand, provides
a sound and well-defined foundation for transition system
testing, having its roots in the theoretical area of testing
equivalences and refusal testing. On the other hand, it has
proved to be a practical basis for several model-based test
generation tools and applications. The ioco-testing theory uses
labelled transition systems as models for specifications and
tests, the testing hypothesis is that implementations behave
as if they were input-enabled labelled transition systems,
and conformance between IUT S and specification models is
defined by ioco. An algorithm generates tests from a model,
which can be shown to be complete (sound and exhaustive)
meaning that the algorithmically generated test cases detect
only, and in the limit all, non-ioco conforming IUT S.
Tools that implement the ioco-approach are, among others,
T OR X, JT OR X, T OR X AKIS, TGV, and Axini Test Manager,
which have been applied, for instance, to testing of a highwaytolling system protocol, the EU electronic passport, a software
bus, and wireless-sensor-network nodes [29], [30].
An important variant of ioco for the embedded systems
domain is rtiocoe : environment-relativized timed input/output
conformance. It adds testing for real-time properties, and is
implemented in the model-based testing tool U PPAAL -T RON,
a member of the U PPAAL family of Timed Automata-based
analysis tools.
Benefits of model-based testing compared with manual
testing are the generation of large numbers of long, valid
tests, allowing testing that is more thorough, faster, cheaper,
and more efficient. Moreover, testing is easily repeated after
modifications in the model or in the system. Although the
construction of a model may seem an extra effort, practice
shows that this modeling activity in itself leads to improved
understanding of the system, and to earlier detection of im-
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precise, incomplete, or ambiguous requirements. A model for
model-based testing can be more abstract, with less detail,
then a model for code generation: testing a system for a
particular property is easier than generating a system with
that property. Finally, the ioco- and rtiocoe -approaches can
deal with typical embedded software aspects such as real-time
properties, concurrency, nondeterminism, abstraction, underspecified and partial specifications, and assumptions on the
(physical) environment,
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